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HYDERABAD: Indian students gather for a protest against Facebook’s “Free Basics” in Hyderabad. Promoted by
Facebook founder, Mark Zuckerberg, Free Basics offers free Internet access to a few websites to people who do not have
any access to the Internet. However, critics of “Free Basics” say, Facebook’s plan goes against the principle that the
Internet should be available to all and not be limited or determined by a single company. —AP 

Facebook battles for 
free Internet in India
India orders Facebook to put Free Basics on hold

MUMBAI/NEW DELHI: India has
become a battleground over the right to
unrestricted Internet access, with local
tech start-ups joining the front line
against Facebook Inc founder Mark
Zuckerberg and his plan to roll out free
Internet to the country’s masses. The
Indian government has ordered
Facebook’s Free Basics plan to be put on
hold while it decides what to do.

The program, launched in around
three dozen developing countries, offers
pared-down web services on mobile
phones, along with access to Facebook’s
own social network and messaging serv-
ices, without charge.

But critics say the program, launched
10 months ago in India in collaboration
with operator Reliance Communications
, violates principles of net neutrality, the
concept that all websites on the internet
are treated equally. It would put small
content providers and start-ups that
don’t participate in it at a disadvantage,
they say. “India is a test case for a com-
pany like Facebook and what happens
here will affect the roll out of this service
in other smaller countries where per-
haps there is not so much awareness at
present,” said Mishi Choudhary, a New
York-based lawyer who works on tech-
nology and Internet advocacy issues.

Also at stake is Facebook’s ambition
to expand in its largest market outside
the United States. Only 252 million of
India’s 1.3 billion people have Internet
access, making it a growth market for
firms including Google and Facebook.

RECORD SUBMISSIONS
The Telecom Regulatory Authority of

India (TRAI) said yesterday it had
received record submissions for a public
consultation that precedes the rule-
making process. But more than three
quarters of the 1.8 million comments
submitted by users via Facebook will be
disregarded as they did not follow the
proper format, TRAI Chairman Ram
Sevak Sharma told a news conference.

In the past week, Facebook has urged
users in India to send a response to the
TRAI both through its social networking
platform and through mobiles by
dialling a number that automatically
generates a response on the users’
behalf.

However, the social media giant
faces stiff resistance. In a letter seen by
Reuters, the heads of nine start-ups
including Alibaba-backed Paytm and
dining app Zomato have written to the
TRAI urging it to ensure Internet access
was allowed without differential pricing.

The executives said in the letter, dat-
ed Tuesday, that differential pricing for
Internet access would lead to a “few
players like Facebook with its Free Basics
platform acting as gate-keepers.”

“There is no reason to create a digital
divide by offering a walled garden of
limited services in the name of provid-
ing access to the poor,” they wrote.

Zuckerberg has got personally
involved. “We know that for every 10
people connected to the Internet,
roughly one is lifted out of poverty,” he
wrote in The Times of India newspaper
this week. “We know that for India to
make progress, more than 1 billion peo-
ple need to be connected to the
Internet.

“What reason is there for denying
people free access to vital services for
communication, education, healthcare,
employment, farming and women’s
rights?”

BOTH SIDES
A Facebook spokesman said the aim

of the Free Basics initiative was to give
people a taste of what the internet can
offer. And Facebook has issued a series
of full-page newspaper advertisements
and billboard banners in an aggressive
campaign to counter the protests.

“Free Basics is at risk of being
banned, slowing progress towards digi-
tal equality in India,” said an advertise-
ment published in Mumbai newspapers
on Wednesday, urging Internet users to
support the initiative. Launched last
year in Zambia, Free Basics, earlier
known as internet.org, has run in to
trouble elsewhere on grounds that it
infringes the principle of net neutrality.
Authorities in Egypt effectively suspend-
ed the service when a required permit
was not renewed after it lapsed on
Wednesday.

The TRAI has asked Facebook and
Reliance Communications to suspend
Free Basics until a final policy decision is
made next month. “In a democracy you
have both sides - you have Facebook
spending so much on the campaign and
on the other side you have internet
activists making their own efforts,” the
TRAI’s Sharma told Reuters on
Wednesday.

“Our job is to make a policy that is in
the interest of telecom operators and
end users in India.” — Reuters

Microsoft failed to
warn victims of Chinese

email hack: Ex-staff
SAN FRANCISCO: Microsoft Corp experts concluded several
years ago that Chinese authorities had hacked into more than
a thousand Hotmail email accounts, targeting international
leaders of China’s Tibetan and Uighur minorities in particular -
but it decided not to tell the victims, allowing the hackers to
continue their campaign, according to former employees of
the company.

On Wednesday, after a series of requests for comment from
Reuters, Microsoft said it would change its policy and in future
tell its email customers when it suspects there has been a gov-
ernment hacking attempt. The company also confirmed for
the first time that it had not called, emailed or otherwise told
the Hotmail users that their electronic correspondence had
been collected. The company declined to say what role the
exposure of the Hotmail campaign played in its decision to
make the policy shift.

The first public signal of the attacks came in May 2011,
though no direct link was immediately made with the Chinese
authorities. That’s when security firm Trend Micro Inc
announced it had found an email sent to someone in Taiwan
that contained a miniature computer program.

The program took advantage of a  previously undetected
flaw in Microsoft’s own web pages to direct Hotmail and other
free Microsoft email services to secretly forward copies of all
of a recipient’s incoming mail to an account controlled by the
attacker.

Trend Micro found more than a thousand victims, and
Microsoft patched the vulnerability before the security com-
pany announced its findings publicly.

Microsoft also launched its own investigation that year,
finding that some interception had begun in July 2009 and
had compromised the emails of top Uighur and Tibetan lead-
ers in multiple countries, as well as Japanese and African
diplomats, human rights lawyers and others in sensitive posi-
tions inside China, two former Microsoft employees said. They
spoke separately and on the condition that they not be identi-
fied.

Some of the attacks had come from a Chinese network
known as AS4808, which has been associated with major spy-
ing campaigns, including a 2011 attack on EMC Corp’s securi-
ty division RSA that US intelligence officials publicly attributed
to China.  — Reuters

US applications for
jobless benefits

jumped last week
WASHINGTON: More Americans requested unemployment
benefits last week, but the level remains near historic lows in a
positive sign for the job market. THE NUMBERS: Applications
for jobless aid jumped 20,000 to a seasonally adjusted
287,000, the Labor Department said Thursday. The less
volatile 4-week average climbed 4,500 to 277,000.

Over the past 12 months, the number of people receiving
benefits has fallen 7.1 percent to 2.2 million.

THE TAKEAWAY: The influx of part-time, seasonal jobs dur-
ing the winter holidays can make the jobless claims figures
volatile, but the employment gains of the past year look likely
to continue.  Applications for benefits are a proxy for layoffs,
so the low level indicates that employers are keeping their
workers and potentially planning to hire.

KEY DRIVERS: Businesses still view the US economy as
growing, despite the manufacturing sector struggling amid a
broader global slowdown. Employers have hired about
210,000 workers a month this year. And unemployment last
month held at a seven-year low 5 percent.

Despite last week’s increase, jobless claims have stayed
below the key level of 300,000 for nearly 10 months. Any fig-
ure lower than that threshold often corresponds with monthly
job gains in excess of 200,000. BIG PICTURE: The economy
enters 2016 with the job market looking solid. The slow recov-
ery from the Great Recession that ended more than six years
ago has found some traction.  Americans have increased their
purchases of autos, homes, restaurant meals and goods
online. Still, low oil prices and weak international demand
stemming from Europe, China and several emerging
economies such as Brazil are sources of concern. — AP


